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n his 1911 book on the need to address

I

the social problems associated w ith
urbanization, Methodist reformer J.S.
Woodsworth described cities as "the
ganglia or nerve centres of the whole of
our social system . They are the very heart
of our body politic." 2 His organic metaphor expressed what he saw as the critical
role of the modern city in the vitality of
the nation . Michel Foucault framed the
importance of cities in a different way,
arguing that the modern city has been "a
key site for the negotiation of power since
the eighteenth century." 3 In Canada, the
incorporation of cities such as Toronto,
Montreal, Winnipeg, and Ottawa in the
nineteenth century corresponded with a
concern fo r social order and good citizenship. By the 1880s, there was a growing
an xiety about the state of Canadian cit ies. Then, by the early twentieth century,
architects, politicians, and citizens' groups
had all come to view cities as crucial sites
of political action and social change.
Morality and health were conside red
conditions that could be constituted in
and through the urban environment .
Consequently, the spatial organization of
Canadian cities became both highly politicized and highly contested . In itiatives
to reshape Canadian cities in the twen tieth century were exercises of power
through which particular groups sought
to claim the authority to develop the city
in accordance with their ideals.
In Canada , both professional and volun teer organizations were involved in the
struggle to address perceived urban problems, such as d isease, poverty, and social

FIG 1. THE ROYALACAOEMIC/ANS (1 771 -72), OIL ON CANVAS, 101.1 X 147.5 CM, JOHAN ZOFFANY. I THE ROYAL COLLECTION.

and moral degeneration. Social reform
initiatives, originating for the most part
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from middle-class Anglophone citizens

process, the work of volunteer groups
involved in social reform, women's activ-

United States, a number of scholars have
redefined what constitutes planning his-

tackle a broad range of concerns relating to urban conditions.• Motivated by a
vision of a better future, social reformers

ities in particular, was d istinguished from
the pursuits of the new professionals .

tory in order to examine women's contri-

attempted to impose their values onto
other city dwellers. Settlement houses,
for example, focused on integrating

While there is an extensive literature on
the planning profession, the relationship
between the various groups involved in

the latter body of work, but it attempts to
do something different. Instead of focusing on women's activities, it looks at how

immigrants into Canadian society, church
groups promoted Christian values, and
women's councils concentrated on social

urban reform and development has not
been adequately examined. Scholarship
on the planning profession in Canada has

planners distinguished themselves from
the broader urban reform movement,

issues affecting women and children. 5 Paul
Rutherford has described the reformers'

tended to provide a broad historical overview, or to focus on the history of planning
in particular cities, the history of particular

in the country's largest cities, sought to

impulse as a desire "to convert the city
into a bastion of bourgeois virtue, where
all citizens would live an orderly, healthy,
prosperous, and moral existence." 6 A range
of professions also had a vested interest in
the state of Canadian cities. Many architects were involved in transforming the
urban environment by making it more
orderly, efficient, and aesthetically pleasing . Doctors and municipal politicians
were among those eager to address complex urban problems that resulted in disease, social unrest, and high expenditures;

women's groups in particular, in early
twentieth -century Canada . In doing so,
it considers how and why the planning
profession developed. It examines the
activities of the Town Planning Institute
of Canada (TPIC) and argues that the planners constituted their professional status in

development of the planning movement in
Canada through an analysis of three of the
professions involved in shaping this new

relation to the ideal of the "City Practical."
I maintain that the TPIC used an image of
this new urban ideal, which was based on

occupation (architects, engineers, and surveyors), he has not discussed their relation-

the principles of economic efficiency and
scientific management, in their quest for
professional recognition . By comparing the

ship to reformers and women's groups. 8 A
few notable exceptions include a study on
Canadian women's involvement in arch itecture and planning in the second half of

TPIC with the national volunteer organization of women, the National Council
of Women of Canada (NCWC), I show

sought out development initiatives that
would benefit their communities, as well

the twentieth century, when a number of
women were involved in these professions,
a collection of essays on the way women's

masculinized visual discourse to define
specialized fields of professional exper-

as themselves. To some extent the goals
and ideals of these volunteers and professionals overlapped. However, even as

groups affected social change in the city
of Montreal, and an article on women's
involvement in urban reform in Montreal. 9

tise that only they were qualified to work
on . This contrasted with the practices of
the NCWC, who legitimized their reform

this assortment of groups was engaged in
attempts to ameliorate urban living con-

Social histories of city planning in the
United States have shown how city planni ng developed from the reform move-

activities through the discourse of domestic economy.

ment, although here too women's groups
are left out. 10 Studies of the emergence of

LAYING CLAIM TO THE CITY

town planning in Britain have also demonstrated the connection between urban

In Canada , the formation of a planning profession came about through

reform and the emergence of planning,
although scholars such as Gordon Cherry

the professionalization of architecture.
The impetus to professionalize architec-

clearance, sanitation, housing reform, and
civic beautification . The emerging group
endeavoured to identify a specialized field

and John Nelson Tarn have argued that
the focus of early British planning was

ture emerged in the 1880s, as architects

of knowledge through which they could

the solution that attended to the specific
circumstances in Britain ." In an attempt

while some lawyers and businessmen

ditions, a new profession developed and
gave rise to a new form of professional
discourse. This new group of planners positioned itself at the intersection of certain
key issues which had become central to
debates about improving urban life. In
Canada , these concerns included slum

define their profession, thereby estab lishing themselves as the most qualified
to design and develop the city. In the

22

associations, and the planning initiatives
of particular architects and planners .'
While Walter van Nus has examined the

butions to the reform of early twentieth
century cities. 12 This article is inspired by

housing reform, with the garden city as

how the planning profession relied on a

became concerned with developing a
d istinctly Canadian practice . An article
by a Toronto architect, M .B. Aylesworth,

to address the relative absence of women

published in 1888 in Canadian Architect
and Builder, the country's preeminent

from the early history of planning in the

architectural journal, explained that
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professional architectural institutes in the

work for the public good.' 6 The notion

United States had "influenced legislation

that architects should play a social role,

hensive plan was one that developed a

and molded public taste and morals, not

brought to the fore by the Architectural

vision for the city, taking into account its

only for their own benefit, but for the

Eighteen Club, meant that the condition

advancement of public interests, notably

of the city became an important issue in

current circumstances as well as its future
growth . 20 This approach was contrasted

in drafting sanitary laws, in the conduct

architectural debates.

with "piecemeal" development, which

of competitions, and the erection of more
suitable and creditable public buildings." ' 3

In Toronto, the Architectural Eighteen

Canadian architects, the author argued,

Club initiated the campaign to improve

problems without considering the effect

needed to form similar organizations if

the city when it organized the 1901 meet-

on the city as a whole. Projects considered

they were to achieve success and if they
were to win the contracts that, for some

ing that launched the drive to produce

"piecemeal" included the routine activ-

a city plan. 17 Prominent Toronto archi-

ities of municipal works departments,

of comprehensive planning . A compre -

was the term architects used to refer to
initiatives aimed at addressing specific

years, had been awarded to "foreigners,"
by which Aylesworth meant Americans. 14

tects became active in civic improvement

like widening roads, but the designa-

initiatives; however, because of the OAA's

In Canada, the formation of architectural

focus on gaining legal status and the dis-

tion also incorporated ventures such as
those popular with women's groups, for

institutes was one aspect of a multi-

ruptive effect this had on the association,

example building playgrounds for chil-

faceted attempt by architects to cultivate

much of the work for civic improvement

dren. 2' Comprehensive planning required

a market for a range of specialized servi-

took place outside the professional asso-

specialized knowledge and therefore

ces and to secure the authority to shape
the urban environment.

ciation. The Toronto Guild of Civic Art

could only be done by experts . While

(hereafter referred to as the Civic Guild),

this was a way for architects to advance

which became involved in the campaign

their claim for jurisdiction over planning

For Canadian architects, the process of

through the 1901 meeting, played a par-

initiatives in their cities, others, including

professionalization was fraught with

ticularly important role in the process.' 8

women's groups and religious organiza -

difficulties. The Ontario Association of

The Civic Guild was a group dedicated to

tions, supported the architects and also

Architects (OAA) and the Province of

civic improvement, and although it was

pushed for that approach Y

Quebec Association of Architects (PQAA),

a community association rather than a

founded in 1889 and 1890 respectively,

professional organization, its members

Local debates over civic improvement in

were at the forefront of the movement.

included distinguished professionals such

Canadian cities virtually came to a halt dur-

They were committed to regularizing

as architects Edmund Burke and William

architectural education and practice, to

Langton .' 9 While the OAA began to focus

consolidating a market for their services,

on stylistic issues, on changes in build-

and to developing arenas for professional

ing technology, and on achieving the

ing the First World War. The Civic Guild's
Monthly Bulletin ceased production
because there were few subscribers and
because new development schemes for the
city would clearly not be put into effect.23
Toronto City Council withdrew its limited
support for planning by eliminating fund-

discourse. However, they both struggled

legal right to regulate the profession,

to achieve the legal right to register and

the architects in the Civic Guild became

examine architects. In Quebec, it took

familiar with an international discourse

eight years before parliament passed the

of civic improvement and planning and

legislation. In Ontario, the legislation was

struggled to establish themselves as key

ing for the preparation of topographical
plans by the City Surveyor. 24 In 1914, how-

repeatedly defeated and, as a result, in

figures in planning the city. Because of

ever, the Commission of Conservation, a

1899 a group of architects broke away

these circumstances, the professionaliza-

federal agency formed in 1909 to manage

from the OAA to form an organization

tion of architects and the push for city

dedicated to the practice of architecture

planning in Toronto, in particular, became

the country's natural resources, estab lished a Town Planning Branch .25 When

as an art rather than to what they claimed

intertwined, with debates about the city

the well-known Scottish planner Thomas

were the self-interested concerns of the
profession .' 5 The breakaway group, the

itself at the core of both struggles .

Adams was appointed as advisor, much of
the debate over planning shifted from the

Architectural Eighteen Club, was more

Following the launch of civic improvement

local to the national level. As Walter van

of a social club for like-minded architects

campaigns at the beginning of the twen-

Nus notes, Adams sought to unite local

than a professional association, and it was

tieth century, architects in Toronto and

planning groups in order to more effect-

founded on the idea that architects should

Montreal began to promote the concept

ively pressure governments at all levels to
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support city planning .26 At that point, the

on a broad scale, and they had to con-

professionalization of architects and town
planners took different paths.

vince city councillors, who were largely

profession is the creation of a "knowledge

responsible for the decisions that affected

system governed by abstractions" that

urban development, that they were much

defines the work of that particular profes-

For architects in Ontario, the OAA played

more qualified than municipal politicians

sion .31 Abbott claims that professions have

a key role in the continued fight for legal

to make these decisions. Walter van Nus

been able to establish their monopoly over

status and in the public perception of
their profession . An advertisement for

maintains that another key reason for

a field through the abstract concepts they

professionalization is that there were

use to formulate and communicate their

the OAA emphasized the skilled nature

insufficient employment opportunities for

specialized knowledge. Rationality and

of their professional services:
In these days of intense competition in the

architects, engineers, and surveyors and

efficiency, which became important values

that planning presented a new domain

for legitimizing a range of professions in

with the promise of lucrative and reward-

the early twentieth century, 32 were core

9

business world , the man w ho is to succeed

ing employment.2 With the formation of

principles that came to define the new

must concentrate every thought upon his

the TPIC, a national institute dedicated to

planning profession .

own particular field of endeavor I . . I w hen

town planning, planners strove to estab-

the need arises for building a factory, office

lish a professional status and identity that

building , or residence . the prospective

distinguished their practice from that of

Vancouver in 1927, the members of the

owner finds himse lf lackin g in that spe-

other groups involved in urban reform.

TPIC assembled for a photograph (fig . 2).

resu lt s I . . I A n Arc hitect is the QJJ.lLill.Q.Q

At their seventh annual convention in

With two exceptions, the seventy-two

cia li zed knowledge of building methods so
necessary to the attainment of successfu l

GENDER AND
PROFESSIONALIZATION

people in the TPIC portrait are men . The
men are dressed in suits and ties, hold-

By comparing the way two national

ing their hats in their hands . The two
women, towards the centre of the frame

Specialized knowledge, acquired through

organizations-the TPIC and the NCWC-

in the second row from the bottom, are

training and experience, was what distin-

defined themselves, we can see the

on either side of a central man who, con-

guished "an Architect" from anyone else

important role of gender conventions in

ventionally, must be the presiding offi-

who might get involved in building .

the professionalization of planning and

cial. The women, distinguishable because

in differentiating professional planners

their heads are covered and they lack the
ties and moustaches worn by most of the

best qualified for this important job.27

For those concerned with planning, a

from the reform movement . While the

group that increasingly included survey-

two groups shared many of the same con-

men, have not been excluded from the

ors and engineers as well as architects,

cerns, including the implementation of

organization, yet their small number

a national organization dedicated to

comprehensive plans, the elimination of

marks them as exceptions . Taken at the

planning seemed necessary. A planning

slum areas, and the provision of sanitary

height of the TPIC's influence, the group

association was both a way to promote

housing for the poor, the way they set

portrait signalled the planners' success at

a new field of work and a way to gain

about affecting change was influenced by

formulating and consolidating a profes-

control over Canadian planning and the

early twentieth-century beliefs about the

sional community. Association member-

improvement of civic life from a whole

innate characteristics of men and women.

ship was on the rise, and the planners had

range of others, including municipal pol-

Whereas rationality and science were seen

gathered at their annual convention to

iticians, Americans, and women's groups.

as masculine traits, emotion and empathy

discuss current concerns, to review recent

Noulan Cauchon, who became a famous

were understood as feminine.

Canadian planner and president of the

24

argues that one of the key features of a

activities, and to commit to the work of
the coming year. 33 The portrait shows

TPIC, argued that a professional organ-

As Magali Sarfatti Larson describes it, pro-

ization of Canadian town planners was

fessionalization is the process by which the

by men, and the image was one of the

necessary so that when governments rec-

producers of specialized services seek "to

ways the planners negotiated their pro-

ognized the need for planning, Canadians,

constitute and control a market for their

fessional status and identity.

rather than Americans, would be hired to

expertise." 30 Andrew Abbott's study of

do the work. 28 Planners wanted to improve

professionalism looks at the way different

Recalling Johan Zoffany's 1771-1772 group

the aesthetic and functionality of the city

groups control knowledge and skill, and

portrait of the British Royal Academy, the

that the new profession was dominated
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photographic portrait of the TPIC demonstrates that women were of minor
significance in the planning profession
(fig. 1). Zoffany's painting depicts members of the Royal Academy gathered in a
room as one of the artists arranges a nude
male model. Because academic training
was based on the study of nude models,
and women were not allowed access to
that form of education, the two female
members were not included in the room.
Instead, they appear as painted portraits

FIG . 2. TOWN PLANNING INSTITUTE OF CANADA AT THE SEVENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA,
MAY 26·28, 1927, PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN. I NATIONALARCHIVES OF CANADA, CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF PlANNERS FONDS. MG2 8·127S
REPRODUCED IN JOURNAL OF THE TOWN PLANNING INSTITUTE OF CANADA, VOL. 6, NO. 4, AUGUST 1927.

on the wal l. 34 Both female members were
acclaimed painters who were involved in
the formation of the Academy, and one of
them, Mary Moser, was the daughter of
the Academy's first keeper, George Moser.
Similarly, although the two women in the
TPIC group portrait are not identified, it
is likely that they are wives of male members of the organization. In the same way

FIG. 3. THIRTY-FIRST ANNUAL MEETING OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN OF CANADA, KING EDWARD HOTEL,
TORONTO, OCTOBER 8·15, 1924, PHOTOGRAPH BYTHE PANORAMIC CAMERA COMPANY. J u BRARYANDARCHIVESCANADA.
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN OF CANADA COLLECTIO N, PA-122571 .

that Zoffany's portrait legitimized the
Academy and institutional ized its prac-

"City Beautiful " movement, identified as

Planning Institute of Canada Act of 1923,

tices (including the exclusion of women

an American style of planning that, cer-

the TPIC set out to test candidates in the

from certain key forms of training), the

tainly by 1919, was regarded by many as

theory and practice of planning before

TPIC portrait established the professional

expensive and excessive, particularly for

granting admission to membership in the

status and authority of the TPIC.

Canadian circumstances. 37 The term "town

organization. 39 By regu lating membership

planning" instead showed an alliance w ith

according to qualifications, members were

The TPIC was established as a professional

the principles of the British planning trad-

accepted based on specialized knowledge

organization in 1919, bringing together

ition, with its emphasis on garden cities

and skills, which were difficult for women

architects, engineers, and surveyors

and suburbs. However, the TPIC's reference

to obtain. As they became a self-regulat-

interested in the planning movement.35

to "economic and social efficiency" distin-

ing body with a clear mandate, the TPIC

Drawing on ideals of city planning and

guished the Canadian practice from the

established standards and protocols that

urban reform from Britain and the United

anti-industrialist and socialist inclinations

governed its operation and regulated the

States, the TPIC defined its practice as "the

of Ebenezer Howard's "Garden City." 38

practices of its members.

scientific and orderly disposition of land

Canadian town planners thus identified

and buildings in use and development

their relation to an international move-

In another group portrait, members of

wi th a view to obviating congestion and

ment through the name they selected

the NCWC sit in front of the King Ed ward

securing economic and socia l efficiency,

for their professional association. Their

Hotel in Toronto in 1924 on the occa -

[and] health and we ll-being in urban

choice aligned the Canadian profession

sion of their thirty-first annual meeting

and rural communities." 36 By using terms

w ith both social ideals and a scientific

(fig. 3). The group is made up of women,

from British and American planning to

approach to planning .

but two men, likely local officials, stand

own vision of town planning in re lation to

One of the main ways that the town plan-

on the right . On ce a year at the annual

an international professional practice. Its

ners established an organization with

convention, members of the National

choice of the term "town planning" rather

restricted membership was by defining

Council of Women wou ld gather as a col-

describe its purpose, the TPIC situated its

apart from the group at the back and

than "city planning" showed a rejection

and examining the professional qualifi-

lective to have a group portrait taken. It

of the aestheticism and grandeur of the

cations of TPIC's members. With the Town

sometimes took place in front of a hotel,
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The use of a domestic analogy to extend
the realm of suitable action for women

including women's groups, through their

such as a church. The customary group

has since been labelled maternal femin ism.43 Thus, the Council's claim to engage

scientific and technical orientation . The
TPIC identified themselves as profession-

in urban reform was based on the gen-

als who were concerned with efficiency

dered, but supposedly natural female

and guided by science . When the institute

portrait marked both the members'
attachment to and distinction from the
wider community. 40
The NCWC was a women's organization

characteristics of compassion, sympathy,

was incorporated in 1923, its mandate was

and sentiment, and what feminist histor-

described in the following terms:

dedicated to the betterment of society,

ian Naomi Griffiths has called the idea

with a particular focus on women and

of "organized philanthropy." 44 While the

(a ] to facili tate t he acquirement and inter -

children. Founded in 1893, the Council

TPIC used a masculinized discourse of sci-

change of prof essional knowledge among its

took the form of a representative and

ence, the NCWC justified their interven-

members , (bJ to promote prof essiona l inter-

adviso ry body, whose goal was to pro-

tion in urban issues through the feminized

es t s , (cJ to encourage orig ina l research ,

mote the influence of women in society
and to encourage and coordinate useful

discourse of domestic economy.

(d) to develop and maintain high stan dards
in the Town Planning profession. and (e) t o

social action. The first pres ident of the

Members of the TPIC were careful to

enha nce the usefulness of the profession to

Canadian Council, Lady Aberdeen, articu -

distinguish their own efforts at social

the pub lic ••

lated the logic of the council in her 1896

reform from the issues and activities that

presidential address . In her lecture, she

concerned the NCWC and other women's

The TPIC was motivated by a desire to

linked middle- and upper-class women's

groups . At the time the group portrait

develop professional qualifications, which

roles as wives and managers of the home

of the TPIC was taken, women had only

included producing new knowledge and

to their ability and duty to undertake

recently been accepted into the emerging

reform work in a larger social sphere .41

field of town planning, and their place in
the profession was marginal, at best .45

communicating that knowledge to other
professionals . The TPIC also ai med to

She explained :

enhance the role of town planners and

Acco rding to an article in the journal of

augment the status of its membe rs. In

the TPIC, the appropriate place for "the

contrast, the NCWC emphasized the

rig ht fu lfi ll ment of her duties in the home .

influence and activity of women" was in

apparently innate maternal qualities of

!Women] have joi ned th is Cou ncil because
they no t only be li eve t hat it wi ll not hinder

welfare work and in raising public awareness of the benefits of planning. 46 The

these nurturing instincts to soc iety. The

them in these duti es but th at it w ill he lp

author explained: "while the physical part

collective identities of the two groups

them to rig htly fu lfill t hem. alt hough w ith a

of town planning [ ... ]lies in the hands of

were defined, in part, by their gendered

higher aim and broa der understanding and

men, the philosophic basis of the move-

difference from each other.

broader aim than ever before I .. I You te ll

ment is throbbing with that social passion

IW i oman"s first m ission and glory lies in the

its members and their ability to extend

us that we are queens of our hom es-you

which has built up the thousands of wel -

In addition to regulato r y mechanisms

te ll us that you believe that in the strength

fare societies that are the special creation

and scientific and technical knowledge,

of t he homes of Canada lies the strength

of women."47 While men were seen as pro-

the TPIC relied on public relations cam-

of the nation-you grant that that home is

viding the technical expertise of planning,

paigns as valuable tools in gaining rec-

st rongest w here love re igns supremest . We

women were seen as supplying the com -

ognition for the profession . The TPIC

are act ing on t hat princi ple , bu t are ask ing

passion and their activities were heralded

acknowledged the importance of estab-

to be allowed to take it a few s t eps fu rt her.
The princip le at wh ich we aim is the making

as an extension of town planning work .
Although both the TPIC and the NCWC

of this love supreme not only in the home

were concerned with social reform and civic

lish ing public support for their objectives and promoting the interests of the
organization .49 From early on, members

but in Society, in Custom and in Law, and we

improvement, they defined themselves in

presented illustrated educational lectures

claim that it is our mission as women to do

disparate ways, and they approached their

to the public and to various societies and

what we can thus to apply it in a practical

missions very differently.

clubs as a means of creating a foundation
for their work . In one instance, renowned

way we see open t o us , in co-operation with

26

in civic improvement and social reform,

as in 1924, and sometimes on the steps
of a local community-gathering place,

you, gentlemen , for be sure . we shall never

The town planners distinguished them -

architect and planner Percy Nobbs deliv-

be so rash as to try to do it without you .42

selves from other organizations involved

ered a lecture on housing and health to
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become more promotional in nature, so

On another occasion, a large

that it combined its technical orienta-

exhibition was held in conjunction with

tion with a public focus. 54 Seymour sug-

the Town Planning Institute's annual con-

gested that in order to build support for

ference in Montreal in 1926, which was

planning, the TPIC should take on more

described as providing "educational and

educational and publicity work. 55 It was

inspirational value to the public and the

always clear, however, that the work of

profession." 51 At this exhibition, an array

planning was, in an essential way, tech-

of plans, drawings, models, and other

nical and rooted in science. 56

exhibits were presented to professionals
and the public alike to demonstrate the

For the TPIC. attempts to negotiate

kinds of improvements planning could

authority over planning issues focused

provide . At another, much smaller-scale

on consolidating a distinct, specialized

FIG . 4. "THE VANCOUVER PLAN," PHOTOGRAPHER
UNKNOWN. I JOURNAL OF THE TOWN PLANNING INSTITUTE
OF CANADA, VOL. 7, NO. 6, DECEMBER 1928, P. 154.

exhibition, planning materials were dis-

body of knowledge that was restricted to

played by the Vancouver Town Planning

the planning profession, and this expert

was founded on a common understanding of women's social roles, a similar social

Commission in the window of the Hudson's

status was worked out, in part, through

standing, and a shared commitment to

Bay Company as "a means of informing

the journal. The journal, along with meet-

reform work . Unlike the TPIC photograph,

the public as to what was intended and

ings, conferences, and exhibitions, offered

the group portrait of the NCWC was likely

what was going on in Town Planning ." 52

an arena for dialogue and information

only available to attendees as a memento

A photograph of the display (fig . 4), pub-

exchange between members and it played

of the conference . Perhaps attendees
would have f ramed the photograph for

lished in the December 1928 issue of the

a key role in communicating the current

Journal of the Town Planning Institute

concerns, debates, and ideas on planning

display in their homes or inserted it into

of Canada, was captioned : "This was but

to a national readership, as well as to a

their photo albums . In either case, the

one of the many means adopted to this

small, specialized international audience .

photograph would have been viewed in

end and such means have assisted greatly

It is no coincidence then that the group

a domestic sphere, likely as evidence of the

in educating the public to the wisdom of

portrait of the TPIC at their 1927 annual

social commitment of its owner. The NCWC

accepting the findings and proposals of

convention was published in the journal.

was a volunteer rather than a professional

the Town Planning Commission ." 53 Visual

The TPIC journal readership was mainly

organization and, as an umbrella for dis-

displays were viewed as one of the most

comprised of members of the Institute,

persed local groups, it dealt in reports

effective instruments for communicating

and the group portrait, published as a

and correspondence, coordinating the

with and convincing both the public and

two -page spread, worked to consolidate

activities of women in communities. In

various levels of government of the value

a collective identity that would inspire its

contrast to the TPIC. the NCWC's publicity

and mechanisms of planning .

members to push forward with the TPIC's

work focused on producing and distribut-

important work . By putting a public face

ing pamphlets to raise public awareness

In 1927, the Town Planning Institute con-

on the professional institute, the portrait

on everything from tuberculosis and food

tinued to define itself in relation to its

allowed members to demonstrate their

inspection to sanitary sewage disposal and

technical roots, but it increasingly empha-

belonging and legitimize their profes-

town planning .57 As Griffiths explains, the

sized its educational and publicity work .

sional identity. Through the production

NCWC "was about the action and influ -

The presidential address at the 1927 con-

and publication of the photograph, the

ence of women in society, rather than

ference, given by TPIC President Horace

town planners became at once the hand -

about the pursuance of any particular

Seymour and published in the journal,

lers and the subjects of visual discourse. In

program of reform ." 58 The NCWC did not

focused on the TPIC's function in Canada

short, they became professional subjects

specialize in anything more specific than

and the progress of the planning move-

through the production of discourse .

the betterment of society, and its activities

In contrast to the TPIC. the NCWC had

the city. Subsequently, it did not develop

ment. Initially organized along the lines
of the British Town Planning Institute and

were not limited to the development of

the American City Planning Institute, the

neither a journal nor a system of rules

an exclusive discourse that produced spe-

TPIC. Seymour explained, had a technical

governing the production of a specialized

cialized forms of kno w ledge. The TPIC

basis. However, its scope had widened to

discourse. Instead, their collective identity

was a distinct professional community
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that produced and reproduced discourse

to attract settlers to urban centres. 60

For Unwin, in 1912, the drawing was a

on planning according to the conventions

However, rather than representing an

model for putting the 1909 Housing and

of a restricted system with the aim of

actual city, this visionary drawing pre-

Town Planning Act into practice. With its

securing their claim to the city. The very

sents a model of an urban ideal . Using an

limitations on building density, the much

lack of a journal or other means to dis-

imaginary viewpoint, the drawing pos -

sought-after legislation affected site

seminate the group photograph from the

itions the viewer over a belt of green

design and the provision of roadways in

NCWC's 1924 annual meeting makes clear

space that runs along a river and opens

suburban development.

the institutional differences between the

onto a centrally-planned urban centre .

two groups. The TPIC members established

In the distance, belts of open space

themselves as professionals with a practice

surround other built-up centres, while

bird's eye view of "the garden-city princi-

grounded in science, while the women of

a band of radial roadways connects

ple applied to suburbs" was used to make

the NCWC were seen as volunteers filled

each centre to the others . The drawing

a convincing case for Unwin's concept

with a passion for social progress.

presents a particular concept of urban

for new suburban developments. Unwin

PROFESSIONAL STATUS
THROUGH VISUAL DISCOURSE

In Nothing Gained by Overcrowding, the

development based on careful research

aimed to persuade politicians, investors,

and provides a prototype for a scientific

and the public to take up his plan for
garden cities. The title of his publication,

approach to planning.

Nothing Gained by Overcrowding, became
The scientific emphasis of the TPIC,

The drawing was produced to illustrate

a rallying cry for an approach to develop-

which was at the root of its claim for

Unwin 's concept for planned and regu-

ment that favoured light, space, and sun-

both professional status and jurisdic-

lated suburban development, and Unwin

shine over tightly packed tenements and
their attendant social problems. Planning

tion over the city, was authenticated

initially used it in a lecture on town plan-

through visual discourse. In April 1925

ning given at Manchester University,

historian Mervyn Miller has argued that,

and again in February 1927, a drawing

England, in 1912. 61 The drawing also

despite the books' inaccurate calcula -

by A.H. Mottram, an assistant to the

appeared in Unwin's influential and

tions, Unwin's concept had a strong influ-

English town planner Raymond Unwin,

widely read publication of 1912, Nothing

ence on post World War I reconstruction

was published in the Journal of the Town

Gained by Overcrowding, where it was

in Britain. 64 It combined elements from

Planning Institute of Canada (fig . 5) 59

described as "The Garden City Principle

Ebenezer Howard's and Camillo Sitte's

Executed in the style of popular nine-

Applied to Suburbs ." " In both cases, the

visions for planned cities, along w ith

teenth-century city views, Mottram's

drawing was shown as an illustration of

aspects of Letch w orth Garden City and

bird's eye view appeared with the head-

Unwin's ideal town. He ex plained the

Hampstead Garden Suburb-both of

ing "The City Practical." As John Reps has

organization of this ideal town in the

which were developments that Unwin

shown, city views were used by civic offi-

following terms:

played an influential role in planning and
building .65 The drawing was an import-

cials, developers, and land speculators
in nineteenth - century North America

! ve nture to suggest th at t he idea l fo 1'm of

ant tool in publicizing Unwin's concept

Ia I t own wi ll c ons is t of a cent ral nucle us.

of garden city planning.

surroun d ed b y su b urbs e ac h g ro u p e d

"THE GARDEN CITY PRIN CIPLEAPPLIED TO SUB·
URB S," A. H. MOTTRAM FOR RAYMOND UNWIN. I FIRST
PUBLISHED IN NOT/liNG GAINED BY OVCRCROWDING. /lOW Til[ GARDEN

CITY TYPE OF DEVCLOPMENT MAY BENEFIT BOTN TilE OWNER AND T/1[
OCCUPIER, LONDON, GARDEN CITIES AND TOWN PLANNING ASSOCIA·
TIO N, 1912; REPRINTED AS

~ TH E

CITY PRACTICAL," JOURNAL OF THE

TOWN PLANNING INSTITUTE OF CANADA, VOL. 4, NO. 2, APRIL 1925, AND
VOL. 6, NO. 1, FEBRUARY 1927.

28

ar oun d some su bsi diary c entr e re present ing

In 1922, Unwin used the drawing again,

the common life of the district I

although this time it illustrated his paper,

I around

wh ich shoul d be lo cate d municipal or admin-

"The Overgrown City," delivered to the

istrative bui ldings , its places ofwoi'Shi p, its

Russell Sage Foundation in New York .

educationa l. re crea t iona l. and social institu -

In 1924, a model based on the plan was

t ions I

I Between each of t hese suburbs

shown by the Ministry of Health at the

the r e mi ght we ll b e rese r ved some belt of

British Empire Exhibition in Wembley,

open space , park lan d , wo odland . agricu ltural

London ." When Unwin used the image

or mea dowlan d . w hich w oul d at once def ine

in 1922, he reframed it as "The City

one su bu 1'b fi'Om another, and keep t he

Practical." The "City Practical" ideal first

whol e of the inha bi tants in int ima te t ouc h

emerged in relation to the Russell Sage

with am ple open s pa ce

63

Foundation's ambitious Regional Plan of
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New York and its Environs, developed in

In 1922, Adams laid out his concept of

drawing in 1925, the editor of the Journal

the 1920s, which extended city planning

planning in an article called "Modern

of the Town Planning Institute of Canada,

principles to an entire region . Described

City Planning," which was first pub -

Alfred Buckley, ex plained the goals of

by urban planning hi storian Peter Hall

lished in the American journal The

to w n planning :

as "a business man 's plan, " 67 the Regional

Nation al Municipal Review and w as then

Plan of New York ma ximi zed opportun-

di sc u ssed at length in the TPIC Journal

Town Planning is the scientif ic response to

ities for capital ga i n s and attempted

shortl y after w ards. 70 A compendium of

th is genu ine concern of the humanitar ian

to manage the demands of real estate,

the philosophy and practice of planning,

. I The town planner w ants al l men and

finance, and industr y. 68 Reproduced in

the art ic le w as "a sociological plea for

w omen to have some chance of reasonab le

relation to a regional approach to plan -

scientific order in the building of town s

happiness . some touch with beauty an d

ning, "the garden -city principle applied

and cities on the ground that better

of the values of life . and he knows that as

to suburbs" acted as a n e xample of

order will promote human efficiency and

d w el lers i n the indust r ial c ity as we n ow

strategic planning for an entire region .

human welfare ." 71 For Adams, regulating

know it. very few men and wome n ha v e

Thus, Unwin reframed his ideal in North

land use w as a key con cern, and plan-

t hi s chance 7

Amer ican terms, and it became a prac-

ning involved a rational and profitable

tical vision of urbani sm that could be

use of space . Social concerns w ere sec-

Described here as the scientific response

applied on a broad scale.

ondary to economic efficiency. Planning

to social reform con cerns, Bu ckley put

How did the Canadian to w n planners

3

involved the rather mundane matte rs

forth to w n planning as the solution to

of legislation, zoning ordinances , and

social ills . The dra w ing w as reproduced

become familiar w ith Un w in's practical

policy initiatives, at least as much as

as though it represented a ne w urban

vision of urbani sm? Why was this par-

it invol ved more radical changes like a

ideal for economi cally effi cient plan-

ticular image so appealing ? There w ere

reo rganization of urban spa ce, the pro -

ning, one that Canadian town planners

direct connection s between the Russell

vision of healthy hou sing, and the elim -

could deliver.

Sage Foundation and the TPIC, which

ination of congestion and slums. Adams

facilitated an exchange of ideas. Thomas

argued that it w as crucial to survey and

Dra w ings, diagrams, and photographs

Adams, first president of the TPIC and

map all aspect s of a city and its region in

were central both to the way planning

former to w n planning advisor for the

order to prepare a comprehensive plan .

concepts w ere w orked out and to the w ay

Commission of Conser vation of Canada,

There should be maps to sho w the dis-

the status of those w ho used them w as

became the director of the Regional

tribution of the population as w ell as

negot iated .74 In conjunction with their

Plan of New York in 1923; how ever, he

the density and distribution of buildings;

bid for professional recognition and full

remained influential in the professional

along w ith maps of street services such

employment, the practice of city plan -

organization after leaving Canada for

as water mains, sewers, and power lines;

ning became increas ingly technical and

New York . His views were highly regarded

t ransportation systems such as railways,

scientific. Attempts to re solve the tension

and widely known because he regularly

wate rways, and harbours; a street traf-

bet w een the "sociological" and scientific

attended conferences with Canadian

fic map of main arteries, level crossings,

method s of planning w ere neg o tiated

planners and his reports and papers

and railway intersections; and a land

through representation s. At the same

w ere published in the TPIC journal. In

va I uation map giving a colour-coded

time, efforts to constitute a social identity

explaining his approach tow ards the plan,

assessment of land values .72 Adams laid

w ere enacted through the professional

Adams stated : "the Regional Plan w as to

out a notion of planning as the sc ientifi c

journal. Both architects and, later, tow n

be no revolutionar y prescription." Rather,

management of the cit y, and his ideas

planners, struggled to gain control ove r

it w as a " set of mild controls on market

appealed to Canadian planners .

the urban environment and over a new ,

abuses to aid efficienc y," along w ith

specialized field, through their deploy-

some " uncontroversial good things like

The TPIC advocated a scientific approa ch

new roads, parks and beaches ." 69 Adam s

to planning and, using Mottram's draw-

ment of visual discourse.

approached tow n planning, which by that

ing for Unw in, they attempted to nego-

When the drawing was republished in the

time he often referred to as city planning,

tiate their right to become the scientifi c

Journal of the Town Planning Institute of

as if it were a scientific approach to man-

manage rs of Canadian cities. In the article

Canada in 1927, it was again labelled "The

aging cities .

that accompanied the reproduction of the

City Practical." This time, how ever, there
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was only a caption: "An example of scien7

work more cheaply, but the jurisdiction

tific care as applied to City Building .'' s The

and professional status of planners were

adjacent article, again by Buckley, discussed

also called into question because they

the sociological importance of the planning

shared the realm of urban social reform

movement and the extent to which town

with volunteer groups such as the NCWC.

4.

Toronto, University of Toro nto Press, p. xii.
5.

On settlement houses, see Heyworth, El spet h,
1986, The Story of the Toro nto Settlement
Ho use Movement. 1910-1985, Toronto, Toronto
Association of Neighbourhood Services; and

planning had become an applied science.

In contrast to the women's organization,

The title of the article, "The Science of the

the social and professional identity of

O'Connor, Patricia, 1986, The Story of Central

Social Organism," drew on the commonly

town planners was founded on their claim

used analogy of the city as an organism. 76

to specialized knowledge, based in sci-

Neighbourhood Ho use, 1911-1986, Toronto,
Toront o Assoc i ation of Neighbourhood

In that case, the drawing was used to rep-

ence . While both the town planners and

resent the unification of two facets of plan-

the NCWC were concerned with many of

ning: the social and the scientific.

the same things, the way they set about

The management of urban space through

temporary notions of gender.

Se rv ices.
6.

Ruthe rford : xvii i.

7.

Kalman, Harold, 1994, << Town Planning >>, In
Ha rold Kalman (ed.), A History of Canadian

effecting change was polarized by con-

Architecture, volume 2, O xfo rd , O xford
Uni vers ity Press, p. 643-676. On professional
associations, see, fo r example : Simmins,

economics and the ideal of a scientificallyplanned city were challenging to the social

The most significant and effective ways

Geoffrey, 1989, Ontario Association of
Architects : A Centennial Hist ory, Toronto ,

and humanitarian ideals that planners

that the NCWC instigated reform was

claimed as the foundation of town plan-

through educational work aimed at rais-

Ontario Assoc iation of Architects; Crossman,
Ke lly, 1987, Architecture in Transition, Kingston

ning. While the concept of town planning

ing public awareness and by lobbying

and Montreal , MeGill -Queen's Universit y

through efficient management main-

governments for legislative or policy

tained the basic precept that planning

changes. Their focus on informing the

Pre ss; and Carr, Angela, 1995, " Professional
Organization: Ed ucat ion and the Publi c
Interest>>, In Toronto Architect Edmund Burke.

was a means of improving the conditions

public was not unlike the efforts made by

Redefining Canadian Architecture, Montreal

of people's daily lives, the approach to

professional planners to generate public

and Kingston, M eGill-Queen 's University Press,

change was indirect. Instead of urban and

support for town planning. The key dif-

p. 154-2 09. On planning history in particular
cities, see: Lemon, Jam es, 1989, " Plan s for Early

social reform based on philanthropy, the

ference was in their approach . On the one

"City Practical'' sought reform through the

hand, town planning professionals sought

controlled development of urban space in

to consolidate their power to shape the

20'h-Century Toro nto. Lost in Management>>,
Urban History Review, vo l. 18, no. 1, p. 11 -3 1;
Gordon, David, 1998, "A City Beautiful
Plan for Canada's Capital: Ed ward Bennett

an economic system of free market cap-

urban environment through the systems

italism. Mottram's drawing, which had

and tools of professionalism itself-in

Pla nning Perspectives, vo l. 13, p. 275-300; and

an d the 19 15 Pl an for Otta w a and Hull >>,

been used by Unwin to convey both his

particular their institute, their journal,

Va nlaethem, France, 1998, " Beautifi ca tion

concept for garden-city suburbs and his

and their use of a specialized visual dis-

idea of regional planning, was taken up by

course. On the other hand, the women

Vers us Modernization >>, In Isabelle Gournay
and Fra nce Va nl aet hem (eds.). Montreal

the TPIC as the link between the humani-

volunteers in the NCWC staked their claim

tarian ideal of planning and the scientific

to urban reform on their notion of what

On the planning acti v it ies of p articu lar arch i-

approach in which planning was a form

was natural for women.

tects, see, fo r example: Wolfe, Jeanne M . and

Metropolis 1880 -1930, Toronto, Stoddart and
Canadian Centre for Arc hite ct ure, p. 133-151.
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of city management. In short, Mottram's
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